Pictured here: Two students walk hand-in-hand past Salaymeh military checkpoint/29 on
their way to school. September 2017.

Introduction
Christian Peacemaker Teams (CPT) is a human rights organization committed to building
partnerships that transform violence and oppression. CPT envisions a world of communities
that together embrace the diversity of the human family and live justly and peaceably with
all creation. CPT Palestine is a faith-based organization that supports Palestinian-led,
nonviolent, grassroots resistance to the Israeli occupation and the unjust structures that
uphold it. By collaborating with local Palestinian and Israeli peacemakers, and educating
people in our home communities, we help create a space for justice and peace. CPT
Palestine walks beside Palestinians who face daily human rights violations living in alKhalil/Hebron; children when they walk to school; residents as they are ID checked,
searched, detained, and arrested; farmers during times of harvesting; and local activist
communities at nonviolent protests and demonstrations. Constant military presence,
checkpoints, as well as the presence of settlers in the Old City result in daily human rights
violations. CPT lives in the community of al-Khalil to document these violations, standing in
solidarity with their efforts to resist the occupation and claim their rights, dignity, and
freedom.
The city of al-Khalil has a population of approximately 200,000 people. In 1997, al-Khalil was
divided into two areas under the Hebron Protocol: Area H1 under control of the Palestinian
Authority and Area H2 under Israeli military control. H2 makes up roughly 20% of al-Khalil
and includes the Old City and the Ibrahimi Mosque, a holy site for both Muslims and Jews.
Roughly 37,000 Palestinians live in the H2 area, while approximately 850 Israeli settlers live
in four Israeli Settlements situated within, and on top of, Palestinian shops and homes in H2.
Furthermore, on the outskirts of al-Khalil is the settlement of Kiryat Arba, which has a
population of 7,200 settlers. Two of the three military checkpoints which CPT covers are
situated on the main road which connects the larger settlement of Kiryat Arba to the four
other settlements. This results in lots of traffic with settlers, military and public Israeli buses
frequently driving by as children are walking to school.
Restriction of movement and the threat of attacks from Israeli military personnel and
harassment by settlers often negatively impacts both school attendance and children’s
school performance. The physical dangers of travel to school sometimes cause parents to
search for alternative schools or remove children all together, particularly affecting
Palestinian girls. The psychosocial impact of potential violence influences a child’s ability to
focus and learn well. Restriction of movement, specifically checkpoints that children in H2
must walk through, regularly impede the movement of children to and from school, daily
subjecting them to the violations of bag searches, detainment, injury, delay, and exposure
to excessive military force.
Considering these factors, and at the request of local Palestinians, CPT is present at three
military checkpoints in the area of H2 each morning as teachers and students travel to
school. In cooperation with the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), CPT collects data
at three military checkpoints in H2 al-Khalil: Qitoun Checkpoint/209, Salaymeh
Checkpoint/29 and Al Ein Humrah Checkpoint. This report is based on data gathered over
the course of the Spring semester, August 23, 2017 – January 4, 2018, at all three
checkpoints. The data is collected between the hours of 7:00am - 8:30am every school

morning. There were days that school was closed due to general strikes and protests after
the USA Administration declared Jerusalem to be the capital of Israel. Also, please note that
the border police stationed at these three military checkpoints are a new rotation of
officers. Unlike soldiers stationed in al-Khalil, border police are stationed long-term in the
city.
Based on the data collected during this reporting period, CPT raises fundamental concerns
about the continued violation of the rights of Palestinian children and teachers. The
presence of checkpoints, military personnel, and settlers, along with the daily threat of
violence and degradation have a constant and continuous negative impact on both the right
to education, as stated in Article 26 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the
right to liberty of movement as it is outlined in Article 12 of the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights.
“Children living close to illegal Israeli settlements report harassment as they travel to and
from school, and settlers have been known to attack schools with weapons while classes
are taking place. This creates an environment of fear that is not conducive to a consistent
education1.”
Children in al-Khalil are affected daily by the occupation with the constant presence of
Israeli forces. With the fortified checkpoints and settlements situated in the Palestinian
neighborhood, children are exposed to armed Israeli soldiers and border police, as well as
Israeli settlers on a daily basis. Children are no exception to the restrictions placed on
Palestinians and are subject to harassment and violence by the occupation forces, as well as
the settlers. At 16 years old children are given a Palestinian identification card and are
treated as adults under Israeli law. Constant exposure to and experience of human rights
violations, in the form of physical and psychological abuse leaves many of these children
with psychological impacts.
“In H2 Hebron the right to education is not fulfilled in a number of ways. 6,791 girls and
4,538 boys are attending 29 schools in H2. Approximately 37% (4,200) of those students
are limited in their access to education due to freedom of movement restrictions, including
checkpoints on their way to and from school.2”

CPT Monitoring sites
Both Qitoun Checkpoint/209 and Salaymeh Checkpoint/29 are used to access the following
schools in the neighbourhoods of H2: Ibrahimi Boys School, Fayhaa Girls School, Biet Al
Maqdes School and Kindergarten, Hebron Public Boys school, Hebron UNRWA Boys Schools,
Khadeegeh Boys Basic School , Tho Al-Noorien, Al Hajeryeh, and Tareq Bin Ziyad.
Please note that due to the fortification of Qitoun Checkpoint/209 and Salaymeh
Checkpoint/29 in 2016, a monitor’s ability to see what is happening as Palestinians pass
through continues to be severely restricted. A child must first pass through an initial
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turnstile, walk down a restricted path, and then enter a container with a metal detector;
this is where searches and checks take place. Once they exit the container the child must
walk through another turnstile before exiting the checkpoint. It is these containers that limit
a monitor’s ability to see exactly what is happening inside of the checkpoint, therefore
figures recorded by CPT of stops, searches, checks and detainments might actually be lower
than what is actually taking place. In addition to not being able to fully see what is
happening inside the checkpoints, CPT has been regularly asked by the border police to
move away or leave the area, further hindering the documentation of accurate figures. The
checkpoints are usually staffed by at least three border police, one in the observation tower
and two inside the container.

“In the West Bank, education is compulsory for children until the age of 15. However,
numerous military checkpoints impede the movement of all Palestinians, meaning that
otherwise short journeys can take hours and result in missed classes or extracurricular
activities. Attempting to pass through checkpoints can result in intimidation, assault or
arbitrary arrest of children by Israeli soldiers3.”

CPT Palestine continues to look at more effective, sustainable and empowering ways to
walk beside the Palestinian community, in all the work we do.
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Pictured here: Four border police prepared to shoot tear gas. Male border police officer on front
left has six tear gas canisters prepared. 16th November 2017.

Qitoun checkpoint/209

QITOUN CHECKPOINT/209
Qitoun Checkpoint/209 is located in the occupied area of H2, just south of al-Ibrahimi
Mosque. For Palestinians, the checkpoint is only open to pedestrians. In addition to the
schools mentioned above, The Red Crescent Health Center, Al Zaharah Playground, and the
Neighbourhood Ceramics School are also accessed by way of Qitoun. In April 2016, the
checkpoint was rebuilt as a permanent and fortified building making it difficult for Human
Rights Observers to see what is happening to Palestinians as they pass through.

Data 1: Students and Teachers
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The following charts illustrate
the number of students and
teachers who pass through the
checkpoint each school morning
from August 2017 - January
2018.
The average number of students
passing each morning was 99
boys and 21 girls. Eight male
teachers and one female teacher
crossed, on average, each day.

Pictured here: Both turnstiles
are locked forcing children to
wait, as they try to get to
school. 25th September 2017.

Pictured here: School children are forced to wait outside Qitoun checkpoint/209 on their
walk to school because Israeli border police have locked the turnstile. 16 th November 2017.

Data 2: Stops, checks, searches and arrests
Incidents related to closing the turnstile: CPT has recorded a repeated pattern of border
police frequently closing the turnstile, keeping it closed for several minutes, forcing children
and adults to stand and wait, leading to delays for work and school. The repeated closing of
the turnstile has happened several mornings each week. The closing of the turnstile is often
related to bag, body and ID checks taking place inside the checkpoint. The longest delay
happened when 40 students and several teachers were delayed for one and a half hours,
due to ID checks and the closure of the turnstile.
Incidents when students and teachers were stopped, ID, body and bag checked:
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figures below are the numbers of
checks documented in this
semester, observed by CPTers or
were reported at the time to monitors.
The highest number of ID and bag checks recorded was 10 a day, happening on seven
different occasions. Also body checks have frequently taken place where teachers have
been asked to lift their shirts. The highest number of body checks that CPT has recorded was
two teachers in a day, on five different occasions. As for female teachers who passed the
checkpoint, ID checks were recorded three times on different dates and three bag checks on
additional occasions.
Students being checked: On several school mornings Israeli border police conducted
excessive amounts of searches in childrens school bags. On some of these occasions up to
92 students had their bag checked some mornings.
As children were walking to school through Qitoun checkpoint/209, on the 28th September,
Israeli border police searched every child’s bag. This caused major delays for children, some
arriving over an hour late to class. While each bag is checked Israeli border police closed the
turnstile not letting any other children or adults through. See CPT video footage from this
day, a clear example of what takes place when students bags are checked.

Pictured here: A school boy has his bag checked by two Israeli border police at Qitoun
checkpoint/209. 28th September 2017.

Pictured here: The principal of Ibrahimi boys school is ID checked and searched at Qitoun
checkpoint/209 on his way to work. 28th September 2017.

Total number of recorded stops and checks
The following graphs highlight the
total number of children CPT
documented as being stopped
inside the checkpoint, body
checked and bag checked. Again,
noting that CPT cannot document
every stop, body check or bag
check due to the fortification of
the checkpoints and other barriers
we face in monitoring (more
details below in the human rights
monitoring section).
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Data 3: Child Arrests and Military Use of Force
Students are at risk of detainment or arrest by Israeli border police as they walk through
Qitoun checkpoint/209. When reasons are given for detainment or arrest of children, the
most common accusations are stone throwing. Although these claims are often false, or not
backed with evidence, the soldiers can still take the children away.
On November 23rd, while a group of Palestinian boys walked to school, the Israeli border
police ambushed them, detaining and arresting a ten-year-old boy. Border police falsely
claimed the boy had been throwing stones; he was kept for over an hour at
Qitoun checkpoint, placed under arrest, and transported to the police station.
During the school semester from August 2017 – January 2018, there were no instances of
Israeli soldiers using tear gas, stun grenades, live ammunition, rubber bullets, or skunk
water during the school run at Qitoun checkpoint/209. [CPT documented use of tear gas and
stun grenades at Salaymeh checkpoint/29, see below]. Despite no use of force this
semester, these weapons are still part of the arsenal of weapons available to the Israeli
military. The threat of these weapons is always there. These weapons work within Israel’s
overarching military strategy of mass intimidation and collective punishment across the
Palestinian Territories. These violent measures present significant physical, psychological
and health threats to the al-Khalil community, and especially, though not exclusively, to alKhalil’s children.

Pictured here: A 10-year old boy is arrested from Qitoun checkpoint/209 after being
ambushed by Israeli soldiers as he walked to school. 23rd November 2017.

Salaymeh checkpoint/29

SALAYMEH CHECKPOINT/209
Salaymeh checkpoint is used by students and teachers accessing the Tarek Bin Zayyed
School, Khadeejeh Boys School, Khalil Boys School, the Hebron UNWRA Biys school, and alFaihaa Girls School. CPT coordinates it’s monitoring of Salaymeh checkpoint in cooperation
with the International Solidarity Movement (ISM). It is important to note, unlike Qitoun
checkpoint, that the vast majority of students are “exiting” the Salaymeh checkpoint
turnstile and not going through the container where the border police more commonly
conduct ID checks, body searches and bag checks. All teachers walk through the exit
turnstile. Children are still stopped, bagged checked and teachers still face the risk of being
ID checked, despite not entering the checkpoint container. The following data will highlight
this.

Data 1: Students and Teachers
The following charts illustrate the number of students and teachers who pass through the
checkpoint each school morning from August 2017 - January 2018.
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CPT documented an average of
85 boys, 79 girls, two male
teachers and one female
teacher passing through
Salaymeh checkpoint each
school morning.

Pictured here: A boy waits for
the gate to be opened so he can
pass the checkpoint on his bike.
4th December 2017.

Data 2: Stops, checks, and searches
As well as counting how many students and teachers and going through Salaymeh
checkpoint each morning, CPT observes, documents and intervenes when necessary, when
any human rights violation is committed. The most common violations CPT documents
during the school monitoring time is children and adults stopped, ID checked, body
searched or bag checked. Once again, it is important to note that due to the fortification
Salaymeh checkpoint it is difficult for CPT to accurately document ID checks, body checks
and bag searches which occur inside the container, due to the inability to see inside. CPT has
also documented numerous accounts of Israeli border police and soldiers firing tear gas and
sound bombs towards groups of children. This will be discussed further. All figures below
have been witnessed by CPTers or were reported to CPT at the time of the incident.
The following charts depict how
many students were stopped,
body checked and bag checked.
CPT did not report any teachers
being ID checked, body
searched or bag checked at
Salaymeh checkpoint during
this semester period.
CPT documented 11 boys and
three girls being stopped on
their way to school. Six boys
were body checked and five
boys had their bags checked as
they were walking through
Salaymeh checkpoint.
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Children can be stopped inside the checkpoint for a few minutes, or be detained for longer
periods of time, without being arrested. For example, on December 10th, at 07.50 about
fifteen soldiers arrived in response to stone throwing and chanting below the checkpoint. At
08:15 they rushed towards the school and grabbed a six-year-old child. Teachers intervened
and managed to free the child and bring him into the school. On the 12th, the soldiers
ambushed the students, some of whom were throwing stones. They caught a ten-year-old
child and despite the pleas of teachers and other adults, detained him for questioning.
On the 9th November, after some children threw stones at Salaymeh checkpoint/29, the
border police proceeded to check children’s school bags as they went through the
checkpoint. One boy was taken inside the border police area, his bag and hands were
searched for the remains of stones and dust. Nothing was found in his bag or on his hands.
The border police officer accused him off lying. She slapped him across the face, before
letting him go. See photo below.
Please note there are no reported stops or checks of teachers as they walk through the exit
turnstile on their way to school and do not pass through the container where border police
do the routine checks.

Pictured here: Israeli border police officer hits a young boy after she searches his bag for
stones, and hands for dust from stones. No stones were found in his bag, or dust on his hands.
9th November 2017.

Data 3: Child Arrests and Military Use of Force
Arrests:
Students are at risk of detainment or arrest by Israeli border police as they walk through
Salaymeh checkpoint/29. When reasons are given for detainment of children, the most
common accusations are stone throwing and possession of weapons, although these claims
are often false, based on generalized evidence, or not backed with evidence.
During the last week of November 2017, two boys aged 15 and 16 were arrested at
Salaymeh checkpoint/29. One of these boys was arrested for allegedly throwing stones at
the fortified checkpoint. Both boys were taken from the checkpoint in a military jeep, to the
police station for their arrest.
Additionally, on November 27th at 06.55 a 16-year-old boy was arrested and driven in an
unmarked civilian car by border police person to the Isareli police station.
Use of Force:
Palestinian students and teachers passing Salaymeh checkpoint/29 were subjected to an
increase of the use of force this semester with 9 tear gas canisters and 8 sound bombs fired
at children. This was an increase of 71% compared to 2017 Autumn semester. These
weapons work within Israel’s overarching military strategy of mass intimidation and
collective punishment across the Palestinian Territories, in breach of international law.
These violent measures interrupt the school days as children are delayed, inhale tear gas,
and tear gas enters the school building, on occasions causing issues for the entire school.
When the border police leave the checkpoint and fire these weapons, the checkpoint
turnstile is closed, preventing the movement of all people until the border police have
finished firing.
It is common for use of force to be used after boys throw stones at Salaymeh
checkpoint/29. It is important to note the power imbalance in this situation and
acknowledge that the Israeli border police are an occupying armed force located in
Palestinian school neighborhoods, and the children are occupied and unarmed. The act of
throwing a stone at a fortified checkpoint needs to be analyzed in this context.
Below are some descriptions of these incidents.
On November 2nd several schools held events for the Memorial Day of the Balfour
Declaration. There was a march held. Afterwards, not a part of the action, a few children
threw stones at the checkpoint. Israeli border police closed the checkpoint and
approximately 30 soldiers came out, not allowing anybody to move. Teachers and students
were not allowed to pass the checkpoint. The soldiers shot one tear gas canister and one
sound bomb at the young children. After 40 minutes the border police finally left the area.
On November 9th some boys threw stones at Salaymeh checkpoint/29 for approximately 10
minutes. Three border police officers stood on top of the checkpoint and fired three tear gas
canisters and one sound bomb directly at the children.

Al-Ein Humrah checkpoint
Pictured here: A staff member from the kindergarten has her bag checked.

Al Ein-Humrah checkpoint/ Saraya kindergarten
Al Ein Humrah Checkpoint is located directly outside Saraya Kindergarten, directly adjacent
to the southern perimeter of al-Ibrahimi Mosque. This checkpoint is routinely staffed by two
Israeli border police. CPT coordinates its protective presence at Al Ein Humrah Checkpoint in
cooperation with ISM. For the last three years CPT and ISM have been monitoring the Al EinHumrah checkpoint from 8 - 8:30 each morning while the Saraya kindergarten children
come to school.
In 2000, the kindergarten had ten teachers and ninety students. In 2015 there were three
teachers and fifteen students. This past semester a total of 12 students attend this
kindergarten and three female teachers.
The school is in a particularly vulnerable location: immediately adjacent to the Ibrahimi
Mosque and the Tomb of the Patriarchs, which is surrounded by Israeli Border Police. Due
to constant soldier and settler harassment, parents in the nearby neighbourhoods are
hesitant to send their children to the school.

Pictured here: Two kindergarten children walk to school together. October 2017.

Human Rights Monitors
CPTers experienced harassment at both Qitoun/209 and Salaymeh/29 checkpoints during
this school semester. When monitoring CPTers were asked to leave the checkpoints on 20
separate occasions. On several occasions CPTers were forced to take their vests off in order
to pass through checkpoints on their way to monitoring duties. CPTers had their ID’s
checked, photographed and ID numbers written down on numerous occasions during this
reporting period. Please note, CPT was severely restricted in their ability to monitor during
the last few weeks of this semester, due to the constant harassment and threats of
deportation directed at CPTers during the school morning monitoring. This means it was
difficult for CPT to accurately document all the bag checks, body searches and ID checks
taking place inside of the checkpoint container at Qitoun/209 and Salaymeh/29 checkpoints.
In addition, on two separate occasions, two CPTers were ID checked and detained for 40
minutes at Qitoun checkpoint/209 when standing in their usual monitoring space.
Due to consistent harassment when monitoring Qitoun checkpoint/209 and Salaymeh
checkpoint/29, CPT was unable to monitor the checkpoints for the last six days of the school
semester.

Pictured here: Students are forced to wait outside Qitoun checkpoint/209 as the turnstile is closed.
CPT documents the incident, waiting with the children until they get through. 26 th September 2017.

Conclusion
CPT has documented an increase in the use of force, bag checks, ID checks, body searches in
the school morning. As well as an increase in interference towards CPTers when monitoring
at all three checkpoints. CPT believes there is a correlation with the recent change of border
police and the rise in harassment towards the Palestinian community and the human rights
monitors.
CPT has recorded a repeated pattern of border police closing the turnstile for several
minutes, multiple times each morning, forcing children and adults to stand and wait. This
leads to constant delays, causing students to be late to school. The repeated closure of the
turnstiles has happened on several mornings, each week over the past semester.
Despite all these issues, the violence and the risks children face as they walk to school,
education is being sought. The teachers and students are committed to getting their
education, and continue, day after day, to walk to school despite the checkpoints.

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the
world.”- Nelson Mandela

By sharing this data we strive to amplify the stories of those who are experiencing the
degradation and injustice of the Israeli occupation and to promote a narrative that calls for
peace with justice.

